SUPERSEX
The World Comics and Graphic Nonfiction series includes monographs and edited volumes that focus on the analysis and interpretation of comic books and graphic nonfiction from around the world. The books published in the series use analytical approaches from literature, art history, cultural studies, communication studies, media studies, and film studies, among other fields, to help define the comic book studies field at a time of great vitality and growth.
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To all the space aliens, mutants, sorcerers, inhumans, androids, and cosmic demigods I’ve loved before. Thank you for your tights, electric skin, supersenses, fur, metallic lips, and occasional thigh-high boots. I couldn't have made it through adolescence or my PhD without you.

To my family: my mother, who took me into my first comic book store; my father, who took me into my first university classroom; and my sister, who has always taken me seriously, even when I’m being ridiculous.

And to this book’s wonderful contributors, without whose passion and brilliance this project could not exist.
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